
Research in noise and vibration was initiated in the 
late sixties, as an off-spring of instabilities in milling  
operations. Initial efforts focussed entirely on the  
development of generic experimental methods, with the 
birth of modal analysis and applications in the automo-
tive and aeronautics sectors.  The eighties are marked 
with the introduction of numerical techniques (finite  
elements and boundary elements) and combined  
numerical-experimental methods (FE model updating).  In 
the nineties, the scope widened even further with the  
development of active control strategies to improve the  
vibro-acoustic behaviour of systems, together with the  
advent of mechatronics.

And still today, after more than 40 years, noise and  
vibration issues remain a major challenge, not only in 
the development of high-tech products, processes and  

systems, but also for the health of people and the well-being 
of society, for sustainable environment and energy supply, 
and for safe and comfortable mobility.

Industrial relevance and advanced applications have always 
been major drivers in our strategy.  LMS International, now 
Siemens Industry Software NV (SISW), was established in 
1979 as one of the first spin-off companies of KU Leuven and 
is now the global leader in dynamic testing and mechatronic 
simulation.

Another important element in our strategy is  
dissemination.  Since 1975 we organise the yearly ISMA and 
ISAAC courses and the biennial ISMA conference on Noise & 
Vibration engineering, attracting more than 600 participants 
from industry and academia.

HISTORY AND EXPERTISE

• EU FP7 Marie Curie ITN, ANTARES: Advanced Training and Research in Energy Efficient Smart Structures (coordinator)
• ITEA2, MODRIO: Model Driven Physical Systems Operation
• EU FP7 Marie Curie ITN, BATWOMAN: Basic Acoustics Training - & Workprogram On Methodologies for Acoustics - Network
• EU FP7 Marie Curie IAPP, DEMETRA: Design of Mechanical Transmissions: Efficiency, Noise and Durability Optimization
• EU FP7 Marie Curie ITN, EMVeM: Energy efficiency Management for Vehicles and Machines (coordinator)
• EU FP7 Marie Curie EID, eLiQuiD: Best Engineering Training in Electric, Lightweight and Quiet Driving (coordinator)
• EU FP7 Marie Curie ITN, MARE-WINT: new MAterials and REliability in offshore WINd Turbines technology
• EU FP7 IP, ALIVE: Advanced High Volume Affordable Lightweighting for Future Electric Vehicles
• EU FP7 IP, ENLIGHT: Enhanced Lightweight Design
• EU FP7 CP, IDEALVENT: Integrated Design of Optimal Ventilation Systems for Low Cabin and Ramp Noise
• COST Action TUD, TU1105: NVH analysis techniques for design and optimization of hybrid and electric vehicles (vice-chair)
• EU FP7 Marie Curie ITN, FLOWAIRS: Silent Air Flows in transport, buildings and power generation
• EU FP7 Marie Curie ITN, ANADE: Advances in numerical and analytical tools for detached flow prediction
• EU FP7 Marie Curie IAPP, INTERACTIVE: Innovative Concept Modelling Techniques for Multi-Attribute Optimization of Active Vehicles
• EU FP7 Marie Curie ITN, GRESIMO: Best Training for Green and Silent Mobility
• EU FP7 Marie Curie IAPP, Tire-Dyn: Experimental and Numerical Analyses of the Dynamic Behavior of Rolling Tires in order to Improve the Tire Modeling Accuracy (coordinator)
• IWT SBO project no. 130013, MBSE4Mechatronics: Model Based System Engineering for Mechatronics
• IWT SBO project no. 120029, OptiWind: Serviceability Optimisation of Next Generation Offshore Wind Turbines
• IWT Baekeland project no. 130848, Development of a systematic model-based approach for concept analysis of closed-loop vehicle mechatronics systems
• IWT Baekeland project no. 130838, Methodology development for use of high-fidelity physical models in coupled input/parameter/state estimation of mechatronic systems in aeronautics.
• IWT Baekeland project no. 120577, Effective mid-frequency vibro-acoustic trim design for automotive application
• WT O&O project no. 120489, SCROLL: Advanced Modeling for Next-Generation Compressor Designs
• IWT O&O project no. 120091, MODRIO: Model driven physical systems operation
• IWT O&O project no. 120245, ALARM: Low noise design methodology for rotating machines
• IWT O&O project no. 110268, ASTRA: Advanced STRuctural Acoustics for lightweight structures and advanced materials
• IWT O&O project no. 110360, HEV-NVH: A new generation of NVH methods for hybrid and electric vehicles
• FWO project no. G.OB55.13 : Resonance supported actuation of reciprocating mechanisms
• FWO project no. G.0371.12 : Experimental analysis and numerical simulation of uncertainty and variability in the mid-frequency dynamic behaviour of vibro-acoustic systems
• BELSPO - Interuniversity Attraction Poles, DYSCO: Dynamical systems, control and optimization
• KU Leuven-IOF HB-14-00274, Metamaterials for vibro-acoustic attenuation 
• KU Leuven-BOF IDO/11/012, From atmospheric circulation to electrons: an integrated approach for the optimization and control of large-scale wind farms
• KU Leuven-BOF OT/11/066, Efficient simulation methodologies to cope with variability and uncertainty in mid-frequency dynamic analysis 

A complete list of current and past research projects is available at www.mech.kuleuven.be/en/pma/research/mod/research/projects

Some key numbers on our research group:

Selection of project funding:

• A staff of 6 full time equivalent staff members,
• 13 postdoctoral researchers
• and 56 PhD researchers, including 15 industrial PhDs.

Head of the group:
Wim Desmet
wim.desmet@kuleuven.be  
+32 16 32 25 27

Contact persons:

Industrial research contact: 
Bert Pluymers 
bert.pluymers@kuleuven.be  
+32 16 32 25 29 

Address:
Celestijnenlaan 300 – box 2420 
3001 Heverlee
Belgium
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6 DOF Hydraulic Shaker Table (Team CUBETM)
Dedicated LMS TWR software is used to allow accurately reproduction of requested load data and certain points on the test-struc-
ture. The shaker table allows normal payloads up to 500 kg, which can go up to 1000 kg for special applications. Test objects can 
be mounted on the five sides of the CUBE if desired, easing fixturing and replicating actual installation conditions.  The displace-
ment, speed and accelerations limits are, resp., a stroke of 101.6mm vertical and 50.8 mm horizontal; a velocity of 0.96 m/s; and 
an acceleration of 10g with a control bandwidth 0-300Hz.

Flow-acoustic characterization of duct systems
The facility enables the acoustic characterization of the transmission characteristics of duct elements such as e.g. HVAC intake and 
exhaust system components,… as well as the indirect determination of the acoustic impedance of sound absorbing materials, both 
under quiescent conditions and in the presence of a mean flow. A mean flow up to a Mach number of 0.3 can be reached for duct 
diameters of 50mm with both uniform (Roots blower) and time-pulsating (cold engine simulator) flow fields. The experimental 
approach is based on an active multiport characterization of the test objects using multiple flush-mounted pressure transducers 
and a combined multiple-source/multiple-load approach.

Accelerated multi-axial fatigue experiments
A novel test setup is developed to subject cylindrical specimens of different sizes and materials to complex real-life loading condi-
tions. Bending moments of 5–150 Nm can be combined with torsional moments of 5–200 Nm at test frequencies between 2 and 
60 Hz. This leads to a significant advantage with respect to conventional fatigue testing techniques hence reducing the time and 
cost needed for experimental validation of analytical and numerical fatigue calculations.

Rolling element bearing test rig
This test rig allows applying a fully controlled multi-axial static and dynamic load on different types and sizes of rolling element 
bearings. The bearings can be preloaded up to 10 kN and excited up to 500 Hz in both their radial and axial direction. While a 
bearing is loaded, its behaviour is monitored using accelerometers, proximity probes and thermocouples. During the design of 
this test rig, several techniques were applied to ensure clean measurements, reducing errors due to mechanical noise of other 
components, temperature variations and the test rig dynamics.

Open circuit aeroacoustic wind tunnel
The open circuit aeroacoustic wind tunnel is used for the aeroacoustic analysis of confined subsonic flow applications and low 
Mach number free-field applications. Flow visualization measurements, carried out with stereo PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry), 
can be combined with acoustic in-duct and far-field pressure methods to characterize aerodynamic noise generation mechanisms 
and its far-field radiation. Anechoic, isothermal and low-turbulence inflow conditions are ensured by, resp. an acoustic labyrinth, a 
heat exchanger and flow conditioner. Variable inlet conditions can be imposed using a frequency regulated Roots blower.     

Characterization of lightweight panels
This non-standard test rig allows the experimental evaluation of the acoustic insertion loss of lightweight components for both air-
borne and structure-borne excitation in a quick and very practical way. It consists of a concrete cavity of less than one cubic meter 
particularly shaped to ensure a desired distribution of the acoustic natural frequencies in the low frequency region. A test window 
at its front wall can host test specimen of different sizes and thicknesses. Vibration levels, Sound Pressure Level, particle velocity 
and acoustic intensity can be measured over the radiating component in the frequency range [50-10000] Hz. The described sys-
tem is a powerful tool to characterize and analyse novel materials and optimized lightweight components.

Impedance tube
An impedance tube for acoustic impedance, reflection and absorption measurements has been developed. The measurement 
method is the two microphone transfer function method described in the standard ISO 10534-2. The error mechanisms which 
cause deviations on the reflection measurement have been investigated. A new precision measurement head wherein the micro-
phones are positioned has been developed, resulting in superior characteristics compared to the commercially available tubes in 
terms of accuracy and frequency range. The impedance tube has a diameter of 45mm.  For a hard wall measurement, the reflec-
tion coefficient deviation to the theoretical value remains within 1% for frequencies ranging from 30Hz until 2kHz.
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• Industrial Research Fund Mandate – Dynamics and  
    Mechatronics: oxygen for innovating industry – Bert Pluymers 

• LMS Chair on Vehicle Mechatronics – Wim Desmet 

• Partner of the Strategic Research Centre Manufacturing Industry 

• Spin-offs: LMS International/Siemens Industry Software,  
    DAP/Co-Services, SoundTalks



The PMA Noise and Vibration Research Group has a fully equipped noise and vibration 

laboratory containing:

• data acquisition systems LMS-DIFA (12ch), LMS-SCADASII (12ch), LMS-SCA-

DASII (24ch),  3 LMS-SCADASIII (40(+4)ch in, 6(+2)ch out), LMS-SCADAS III  

mobile (16ch), LMS-PIMENTO (24ch), NI PXI-4472 (32ch), NI DSA4551 (2ch in, 2ch 

out), NI Crio (16ch)

• sensors: more than 300 accelerometers (PCB), more than 100 microphones (PCB, 

B&K), 4 impedance heads (PCB), multi-axial dynamometer (Kistler), force and  

pressure transducers, displacement probes, PU probe (Microflown), scanning  

laser-vibrometer (Ometron), laser vibrometers for translational and torsional vibra-

tions (Polytec), acoustic intensity probe and analyser (B&K), holographic camera 

system (Vidispec), laser distance sensors (Baumer), CMM (Krypton K600), Portable 

Vibration Calibrator (The Modal Shop)

• exciters: 12 electromagnetic shakers ranging from 10 to 2500N (The Modal Shop, 

B&K, MB, Unholtz-Dickie, Link), 6-DOF hydraulic shaker table (Team – CubeTM), a 

SmartShaker (The Modal Shop), LMS-Qsources Low-Mid Q-LMF and Mid-High Q-LHF 

volume sources, multi-loudspeaker simulation and reference sources

• signal conditioning equipment (analog and digital filters, digital signal proces-

sors, multi-channel ADC’s, wave synthesizers....)

• MIMO Adaptive active noise and vibration control systems (dSpace1103, 

dSpace1104, dSpace1006)

• semi-anechoic measurement room

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES Vibro-acoustics Multi-body dynamics

Aero-acoustics

Structural reliability & uncertainty

Smart system dynamics

The vibro-acoustics research focusses on the simula-
tion, analysis, monitoring and control of the vibro-acoustic  
behaviour of mechanical, mechatronic and biomechanical  
products and processes, as encountered typically in the 
transportation, the industrial machinery, the energy and the 
health care sector.

Novel wave based simulation techniques as well as  
acceleration methods for element based techniques are 
developed and validated in view of efficient vibro-acous-
tic simulations over the full audio frequency range that 
enable to account for the effects of uncertainty and  
variability. Coupling strategies are explored to allow 
the efficient and effective integration of vibro-acoustic  
models into system-level multiphysics models, where disparate 
length, time and energy scales come together. High-fidelity  
models in combination with efficient model reduction 
schemes are designed in view of virtual sensing strat-
egies to enrich experimental data sets for robust and 
reliable analysis and validation purposes and to bring 

Multi-body simulation has become a crucial tool in the design 
of modern mechatronic systems. Given the emerging trend 
towards machines and processes becoming faster, more light-
weight, more energy-efficient and more reliable, mechanism 
flexibility has to be taken into account for an accurate estima-
tion of the dynamic behaviour of multi-body systems. 

The multi-body dynamics research activities focus on  
methodological innovations and industrial application  
validations for simulations of flexible multi-body systems with  
time-varying topology. High-fidelity models for design and  
analysis of complex systems as well as for real-time  
performance for hardware-in-the-loop, model based  
condition monitoring or model embedded control purposes 
are envisaged. 

To this end, large efforts are spent on innovative (par-
ametric) model reduction schemes. Global system-level  
reduction schemes for systems of time-varying topology in  
combination with explicit solvers open up real-time possibili-
ties for flexible multi-body analysis. In addition, conventional  
component mode synthesis approaches are refined through  
innovative interface reduction strategies to allow cost-effec-
tive simulations for flexible systems with spatially varying 
component loading.

Application validations on component level focus  
predominantly on the impact of contact mechanics on the  
dynamics of geared transmissions and bearings. System-level  
validations focus currently on vehicle dynamics performance  
evaluation, on drivetrain dynamics of multi-megawatt wind  
turbines and on operational bearing load assessment  
in integrated industrial machinery.

An emerging research line combines high-fidelity, time- 
efficient models with coupled state, input and parameter  
estimation methods to develop virtual sensors,  
allowing to measure quantities otherwise difficult or  
impossible to measure directly. An application of this  
approach is the world’s first stress-camera (http://youtu.be/
VeBYQBy8K5o). Other applications are on-line characterisa-
tion of bushing or tyre-parameters and energy flow measure-
ments through machines.

The aero-acoustics research focusses on the numerical  
prediction and experimental validation of aerodynamic noise  
generation and propagation mechanisms for confined  
subsonic flows. Particular attention is paid to low Mach- 
number applications (mufflers, expansion chambers,  
confined fans, bends, contractions,...), as they are commonly 
encountered in automotive exhaust systems, HVAC systems, 
turbomachinery, ... 

Given the large disparity in length and energy scales  
between typical aerodynamic noise sources and their associated  
acoustic propagation waves, hybrid simulation strategies are 
adopted with particular focus on the acoustic propagation 
side and the aerodynamic source input. In this respect, fo-
cus is put on numerical solution strategies and conservative 
integration schemes for linearized Euler and Navier-Stokes 
equations, stochastic turbulence reconstruction approach-
es, aerodynamic/acoustic splitting procedures and active  
multi-port modelling. 

Experimental procedures and dedicated test rigs are  
developed in view of the active multi-port characterisation of 
duct systems of industrial complexity, as well as for material  
characterisation and impedance eduction. Acoustic and  
aerodynamic measurements, in combination with advanced  
signal processing and correlation techniques, are developed 
for far-field acoustic radiation and directivity identification, 
as well as for aero-acoustic source localisation and source  
identification. 

The numerical approaches and experimental tools are  
being used for the design and analysis of innovative light-weight  
liner materials for the acoustic treatment of flow confining 
ducts and walls with optimal acoustic performance.

Uncertainty and variability of mechanical systems is an issue 
of increasing concern, both in the design phase and in opera-
tional conditions.  Vibrations are often the cause of non-nom-
inal behaviour or in some cases even structural degradation.

Our research group develops numerical formalisms 
and algorithms to deal with non-determinism in anal-
ysis and design.  After a decade of intensive research on 
non-probabilistic methods, a fuzzy finite element method  
is now available for use in conjunction with commer-
cial FE software.  In the area of probabilistic methods, 
we have validated an inverse identification strategy to  
quantify scatter in structural model parameters that 
uses both experimental data sets and numerical FE  
models.  Recent efforts focus on the identification of spa-
tial scatter and uncertainty using interval fields and random 
fields.

Structural health and model based condition monitoring  
methods are developed to monitor the performance of a  
complex machine in the operational phase and at the system 

The smart system dynamics research focusses on the develop-
ment, implementation/realization and experimental validation 
of innovative mechatronic concepts that aim at improving the  
performance of dynamic systems with respect to vibrations,  
noise emission, safety, throughput often in a trade-off with  
energy efficiency. This research combines the develop-
ment of smart systems for specific applications and their  
experimental validation and industrial implementation, with  
the development of design, analysis and modelling  

model based condition monitoring strategies towards  
industrial applications.

Advanced experimental testing and analysis tech-
niques in combination with inverse methods are  
developed and associated test rigs are designed and im-
plemented for the dynamic characterisation of (multilayer)  
materials and structures, for source localization and quantifica-
tion, and for sound synthesis and sound engineering purposes. 

An emerging line within the vibro-acoustic research activities  
focusses on the design, testing and optimisation of light-
weight panels and structures with particular focus on  
intelligent sandwich structures that exhibit vibro-acoustic 
stop-band behaviour such that the combination of low mass 
with good noise and vibration performance comes within 
reach for engineering applications. First physical realisa-
tions prove the potential of these so-called acoustic reso-
nant metamaterials to take sound insulation to a next level  
(http://youtu.be/hMCfRHshjXc).

methodologies and supporting theoretical contributions.

The main research topics are focused on iterative learn-
ing and repetitive control design methodologies for  
linear and nonlinear systems and their application in  
active noise and vibration control, on identification and  
control design methodologies for linear parameter varying  
systems, on the application of fast model predictive control and  
moving horizon estimation on mechatronic systems, on the 
development of advanced (parametric) model reduction 
schemes for model based control strategies, on 1D-3D multi- 
physical coupling strategies for system-level mechatronic  
simulation and optimization, and on the development and  
application of real-time state observers. 

Target applications are predominantly in the fields of  
vehicle mechatronics, industrial machinery and intelligent  
light-weight panels and structures.

level.  Accelerometers, proximity probes, thermocouples, strain 
gauges and other sensors are installed at critical positions in the  
system and advanced signal processing algorithms  
are used in conjunction with physical behaviour models to  
monitor changes in the dynamic behaviour in search of  
structural degradation or malfunction. Recent applications  
include agricultural harvesting machines, large wind turbines  
and electro-mechanical drivetrains.

With the current trend towards ever lighter and more  
energy-efficient structural design, fatigue issues become 
more and more critical for structural reliability.  At the  
level of individual materials and components,  
experimental identification procedures are required 
to characterize structural degradation mechanisms.   
A multi-functional test set-up has been built to  
subject a rolling element bearing to a complex loading  
history.  And another fatigue test facility has been developed and  
assembled to test small cylindrical samples to combined 
bending and torsion.


